Since the middle of the twentieth century industrial managers have increasingly relied upon mathematics when making practical decisions for their organizations. For example, in traffic we might wish to reduce delays; in electric power operations we may devise ways to deliver power while incurring minimal losses; in packet networks we might wish to reduce both packet delays and packet losses. Such applications and many others of the same nature draw upon the foundations of optimization theory and algorithms. Other areas where optimization tools have found applications include operations management, finance, marketing, engineering, strategic planning, manufacturing, E-business, supply chain management, data envelopment analysis, industrial operational research, and operations research in infrastructure.
This is a call for papers that make a significant contribution to the topic Optimization Theory and Applications for a special issue of the Annals of Operations Research.
It is open to all researchers of this area. We would like to encourage, in particular, all participants of the International Conference RAOTA-2016 to submit extended versions of their presented papers.
The main topics of interest are:
• generalized convexity • combinatorial optimization • fuzzy optimization • financial optimization • supply chain management • stochastic optimization • evolutionary algorithms • optimizationa to real world problems Instructions for authors can be found at:
http://www.springer.com/business/operations+research/journal/10479
